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Abstract 
The objective of this paper is to identify and assess the contribution of budgetary, monetary and institutional 
shocks affecting the economies of some developed and developing countries over the period 1976-2003. The 
methodology used is vector autoregressive models and structural recent techniques for the analysis of time series 
related. The empirical results show a significant relationship between the supply shock and institutions on the 
one hand, and between institutional shocks and economic activity on the other hand, for Tunisia, Indonesia, 
Brazil and the Democratic Republic of Congo. For Japan we could not detect a significant relationship between 
institutional shocks and economic activity. 
Keywords: budgetary shocks, monetary shocks, institutional shocks, structural VAR. 
 JEL: C22, O43, O47, E11.  
 
1. Introduction 

Since the contribution of Sims (1980), VAR models are considered the most suitable 
methodological framework for the analysis of fluctuations in terms of innovations. Recent 
developments in the field of time series analysis have enabled the development of this 
methodological approach. Restrictions identifying structural forms, lack of exogeneity tests 
and inadequate treatment of expectations are the most common criticisms addressed to 
Keynesian models. 

Based on these criticisms, Sims (1980) proposes estimating a reduced form 
multivariate autoregressive and without constraints. VAR modeling is to consider all causal 
relationships between variables of a system without seeking the exogeneity of a particular 
variable and avoids imposing a priori constraints. This model also allows the identification of 
different types of shocks.  

Thus, the empirical framework proposed by Sims is more favorable to the 
identification and estimation of different contributions to changes in economic stimulus 
modeled from statistical innovations. 

The objective of this work is to identify and assess the contribution of various shocks: 
budgetary, monetary and especially institutional, affecting the economies of some developed 
and developing countries. 

 
2. Structure and Identification of VAR 

As part of this section we will try to identify and assess the contribution of various 
shocks to macroeconomic variables’ fluctuations for the economies of some developed and 
developing countries.The countries covered by this empirical study are: Tunisia, Brazil, 
Democratic Republic of Congo Indonesia and Japan. The study period is: 1976-2003 and 
observations are annual. 

 
2.1. Choice of variables 

Deal with the plurality of shock may influence the macroeconomic variables, and 
given that VAR models do not work properly with a large number of variables (5 variables 
maximum), a judicious choice of these variables is required. So we opt for the choice of the 
following: 
• Real GDP per capita is a measure of real wealth created by the country during a year. 

This variable is used to generate an innovation generally called supply shock 
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• Inflation: measured by changes in the GDP deflator. This variable can inform us about the 
impact printed by economic policy (monetary policy). 

• Public spending approximated by the share of government consumption in GDP. This 
variable can inform us about the budgetary shocks. 

• The political rights defined by the degree of government control by individuals. 
• Civil liberties: it is the freedom of the press, freedom of assembly, free of political 

organizations, free trade unions, religious institutions free and independent judiciary. 
Both indicators are measured on a scale of 1 to 7. 1 being the highest degree of freedom 
and 7 the lowest.  

These last two variables can provide information on the institutional shocks. 
Before starting the estimation of a VAR model, it is necessary to study the characteristics of 
series to choose the suitable variant in addition to determining the proper sequence and 
identification of shocks. 
 
2. 2. Series characteristics and identification of shocks 
2. 2.1.Stationarity tests 

Among the tests most frequently used in recent research, the ADF (Augmented 
Dickey-Fuller), PP (Phillips-Perron) and KPSS (Kwiatkowsky et al), will be used in this 
work. 
For the ADF and PP tests, we used the strategy of Perron (1988). This strategy proceeds by 
the principle of elimination and begins with the testing of the model with constant and trend. 
Each time a coefficient is not significant, it is eliminated in the next sequential step. 
This strategy uses the ADF and PP tests to reject or accept the unit root hypothesis. They are 
supplemented by tests of null hypotheses based on the statistics attached Φ to verify the 
conditions imposed on the parameters. In case of rejection of the null hypothesis of unit root, 
the procedure of Perron (1988) uses the t-test to study the significance of the constant and 
trend. 
Tests ADF, PP and KPSS attest the non stationarity of real GDP, inflation, public 
expenditure, political rights and civil liberties. Indeed they accept the presence of a unit root 
in these five series expressed in levels.  

This result prompted us to test the stationarity of the series after being differentiated. 
The three tests confirm the stationarity of the five series differentiated. This result is obtained 
for all countries under study. The specification used for all countries is the first difference. 
The VAR model to estimate will therefore be constructed from the average annual growth 
rate of real GDP (ΔPIBR), the inflation rate in first difference (ΔINFL), public expenditure in 
first difference (ΔDép pub), political rights in first difference (ΔDP) and civil liberties in first 
difference (ΔLC). 

 
2. 2. 2. Identification of shocks 

The VAR model chosen can be written in matrix form, where the column vector of 
explanatory variables Xt = (ΔPIBR, ΔINFL, ΔDép pub, ΔDP, ΔLC) T depends on the p delays 
of the same vector as follows: 

      )1(
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      Where c is the column vector of constants, Ai are square matrices of coefficients to be 
estimated and εt is the vector of estimation’ residuals. εt = (ε ΔPIBR, εΔINFL, εΔDép pub, ε ΔDP, ε 
ΔLC) T represents the value of Xt not explained by the past behavior of X. From the vector of 
selected variables [ΔPIBR, ΔINFL, ΔDép pub, ΔDP, ΔLC] T, the residue of the first equation 
is a supply shock or activity, the second and third can be considered as demand shocks 
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resulting from the national economic policy, the fourth and fifth as institutional shocks. 
However, this simple definition of the shocks may be incorrect because the residues resulting 
from the canonical VAR are correlated. Therefore, we will, in what follows, proceeding to a 
structural VAR modeling. Identification of structural shocks requires the imposition of 
constraints. We chose the Blanchard and Quah (1989)’ identification imposing long term 
restrictions.  
       This identification method is used most recently in that it permits the imposition of 
profound restrictions and more related to economic theory, so, we propose the estimation of 
the following structural VAR model: 
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             The left side of this equality is obviously the vector of variables entering the VAR 
system proposed. As for the second part, it consists of matrices of coefficients associated with 
delays and structural shocks through the column vector [μ]. The identification of these 
structural shocks required as Blanchard and Quah (1989) the imposition of long-term 
constraints. These long-term constraints are usually presented through the matrix A (l). For 
the system of selected variables, we identify the various shocks from the matrix A (l) as 
follows: 
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             The identification of shocks in a VAR to five variables requires 10 constraints. 
The zeros of the first and second lines of this matrix materialize the assumption, justified by 
economic theory, that only the supply shocks may influence effectively the economic activity 
over time. 
             The zeros of the third and fourth lines can provide information on the lack of effect 
of institutional shocks on some economic variables. After the selection of variables and 
identification of shocks, the estimation of a VAR model requires the selection of an 
appropriate order. The use of selection criteria (AIC, SC) of this order shows  that a delay of 
order 3 as the most suitable. 
 
3. Empirical results and interpretations 
        In what follows, we present the different results of the VAR model specified above 
for each country. We are interested mainly in the response functions to shocks and variance 
decompositions of forecast errors. Both instruments can synthesize most of the information 
contained in the estimated VAR system dynamics. The decomposition of the variance will 
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tell us about the relative importance of each shock in explaining the fluctuations of 
macroeconomic variables used, including those of economic growth of countries.  
        As for the response functions to shocks, they allow us to highlight the nature of the 
effects of various shocks on the economic and institutional variables. We begin with the 
decomposition of variance, and analysis will focus on the role of institutional shocks to 
economic growth and the supply shocks to fluctuations in the institutional environment. We 
will then analyze the functions of reactions to shocks and we will try, at first, to understand 
the contribution of various impulses to the rate of economic growth. In a second step we 
examine the relative importance of these shocks in explaining institutional variability. 
 
3.1. Sources of fluctuations in the level of economic activity 
3.1.1. Results 
3.1.1.1. Case of Tunisia 
        The tables in Appendix 2 show the contribution of each shock to the rate of economic 
growth through the decomposition of the forecast error of real GDP of each country. It shows 
a predominance of supply shocks in explaining the dynamics of key macroeconomic variable 
for most of these countries. This predominance is whatever the period.  For Tunisia, these 
shocks explain between 94% and 97% of the variability in the rate of real GDP growth, 
regardless of the period. As for institutional shocks combined, they explain between 2% and 
5% of the variability in the growth rate.  
        The contribution of monetary and budgetary shocks to the variability in the growth 
rate is negligible, because it does not exceed 1% regardless of the period. 
The results of the response functions of real GDP to shocks show that the supply shock and 
institutional shocks exert significant effects on economic growth in Tunisia. Indeed, the 
supply shock contributes to the fluctuation in the rate of real GDP growth between the first to 
the fourth period, while that from the latter the effect exerted by the shock is significantly 
positive, with maximum impact by 20 percentage points after the eighth period. 
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Figure 1: Response of the Tunisian growth rate to supply shock1

1 With X1, X4 and X5 are: growth rate of real GDP per capita, “political rights” and “civil liberties”. 

  
 

        As for institutional shocks, they have a significant impact on the rate of real GDP 
growth, with a positive maximum of 4 percentage points for political rights after the seventh 
period. For the civil Liberties a positive maximum of 2.7 percentage points was recorded at 
the end of the third period and a negative maximum of 5 points, almost, is recorded at the end 
of seventh period. 
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   Figure 2: Response of Tunisian growth rate to institutional shock  

 
3.1.1.2. Case of Brazil 
         The decomposition of the variance of the forecast error of GDP shows the 
predominance of Brazilian supply shock in explaining the variability of economic growth in 
that country. Indeed, this shock explains almost all of this variability, regardless of the period. 
The contributions of the other shocks are negligible, but the most important of these is of 
institutional one. The functions of reactions to shocks show the instability of the supply shock 
effect on economic growth in Brazil. Indeed, the impact of this shock is negative between the 
first and the sixth period with a maximum of 37 percentage points at the end of that period, 
from which a boom is triggered, leading to a positive 40 points at the end of the tenth period. 
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Figure 3: Reaction of the Brazilian growth rate to the supply shock 

         
        Institutional shocks significantly affect the Brazilian economic growth. In fact, 
between the first and the fourth period, a positive effect is recorded, with a maximum of 4 
percentage points at the end of that period for civil liberties.  
        As for political rights, a positive maximum effect of 2.5 points, is recorded at the end 
of the second period and a negative effect of 2.9 points is recorded at the end of the third 
period. 
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Figure 4: Reaction of the Brazilian growth rate to the Institutional shocks  

 
3.1.1.3. The case of Indonesia 
        The most important conclusion we can reach from the decomposition of the variance 
of the forecast error of real GDP is that the supply shock explains the largest share of the 
variability in the growth rate of Indonesia. Indeed, the contribution of this shock varies 
between 96% and 98%. 
The second most important contribution is the combined institutional shock that oscillates 
between 1% and 3%. As for monetary and budgetary shocks, their effects are insignificant. 
For the response functions to shocks, the most important observation is that the supply shock 
has a significant effect on economic growth in Indonesia, as between the first and second 
periods, an increased growth rate is recorded, (57% to 62%). 
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Figure 5: Reaction of the Indonesian growth rate to the supply shock 

              
      Fluctuations in the Indonesian economic growth, induced by the supply shock, 
continue and we record two phases of recessions at the end of the third and eighth periods 
and a final phase of expansion after the last period. 
      Institutional shocks have significant effects on economic growth in this country since 
they have at the end of the third period, a 10% ceiling, the shock relating to the political 
rights and 4% for this relating to civil liberties, after the sixth period. Fluctuations induced by 
these shocks continue and we see a succession of phases, but the net effect is positive. 
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Figure 6: Reaction of the Indonesian growth rate to the institutional shocks  

 
3.1.1.4. Case of Democratic Congo 
         The supply shock and the institutional shocks combined explain largest share of the 
variability in the growth rate of real GDP Congolese. Indeed, the contribution of supply 
shock is between 92% and 96%, while that of institutional shocks combined is between 3% 
and 6%. Monetary and budgetary shocks are less influential, with an even lower for the 
monetary shock. The results of the functions of responses to shocks are consistent with the 
decomposition of the forecast error. Indeed, the supply shock has a negative effect on the 
variability of the growth rate of real GDP Congolese, between first and last periods 
(decreasing curve). 
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 Figure 7: Reaction of the Congolese growth rate to the supply shock  

 
              Institutional shocks relating to the civil liberties have significant effects on the 
economic dynamics of this country, as the impact of these shocks is significantly positive, 
between the first and the fourth period, after which we record the maximum effect which is 
12.5%. A fall of this effect is found between the fourth and sixth period and from the seventh 
time we see an expansion that ends after the eighth period from which the last recession is 
recorded. 
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Figure 8: Reaction of the Congolese growth rate to the institutional shocks  
         
 The effect of shock relating to political rights is negative since after expansion between the 
first and second periods with a maximum of 5%. From the seventh period this effect becomes 
negative. 
 
3.1.1.5. Case of Japan 
        The share of supply shock in the variability of the Japanese growth is decreasing 
between the first and last periods, but has always remained the most important part in 
explaining the fluctuations of the growth rate in this country, 95 to 88%. The contribution of 
institutional shocks combined is the largest among all the other contributions during the first 
five periods, from 2.88% to 4.5%. 
However from the sixth period is the budgetary shock that explains the largest share of the 
economic dynamic.  While the monetary shock contributes to the explanation of a negligible 
part of the variability of Japanese economic growth regardless of the period. These findings 
are strengthened by the results of response functions to shocks. Indeed, the supply shock 
negatively influences economic growth in this country. However, this influence is unstable, 
as we see fluctuations of the growth rate induced by the supply shock. The highest positive 
effect of this shock is at the end of the first period and fourth period, 27%,. 
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Figure 9: Response of the Japanese growth rate to the supply shock 

 
       The long-term effect of supply shock is negative, since we store negative values from 
the ninth period. The impact of institutional shock relating to civil liberties is negative. 
Indeed, from the first period the growth rate begins to decline until the third period, after 
which we record a maximum negative influence of this shock, about 4%. 
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Figure 10: Reaction of the Japanese growth rate to the institutional shocks 

 
       A second phase of recession is triggered from the latter period, we record a negative 
rates, from the sixth to the seventh period. As for the institutional shocks relating to political 
rights, its effect is unstable, since 'from negative rates, after the first period, we see an 
expansion from the third period with a maximum value of 1.4%, after the fourth period. A 
recession is observed, from the fourth period with a maximum negative value of 1.5% 
recorded at the end of the seventh period, from which further expansion has occurred and 
resulted in a maximum of 1% After the last period. 
 
3.1.2. Interpretation of results 
        The real business cycle theory argues that fluctuations in aggregate economic activity 
are the result of the interaction of the only real factors namely agents' preferences, 
technological opportunities, factor endowments and possibly certain institutional constraints. 
For the case of these countries, including four developing countries, it is mainly the resource 
endowments and institutional constraints, which may explain the fluctuations in the level of 
activity. For the Japanese case it is the technological possibilities and preferences of agents, 
which may possibly explain the dynamics of economic activity. This explains the 
predominance of supply shock for these five countries. Thus, the relative importance of 
institutional shocks for developing countries and the budgetary shock for Japan in the 
explanation of economic dynamics. Developing countries suffer from several problems such 
as the weakness of industrial value added, the importance of the agricultural sector dualism, 
the disarticulation of industries, the technological, financial and commercial dependence, the 
importance of the products mining with low value added in the exportations. It is thus evident 
that the predominance of the supply shock in explaining the level of economic activity shows 
the vulnerability of these economies to the natural shocks that directly affect agricultural 
activity. 
             The case of Japan strengthens this idea, because for this country the contribution of 
the  supply shock in the variability of economic growth is the lowest compared to all other 
countries, which explains the robustness of this economy to the agricultural sector’ 
fluctuations. 
For this country, the importance of supply shock reflects the dependence of the economy to 
other shocks such as technology shocks (innovations), demand shocks (changes in consumer 
preferences) and institutional shocks. The relative importance of institutional shocks in 
explaining the level of economic activity in these developing countries reflects the effect of 
institutional changes on economic activity in these countries. Indeed, the promotion of 
political rights and civil liberties are able to stimulate economic activity through the incentive 
to invest, to practice the exchange with the rest of the world and to innovate, especially in 
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countries, initially suffering from the absence of these rights and freedoms, as is the case of 
developing countries.  
        Respect for rights, security of freedoms that guarantee and the protection of private 
property encourage economic investment and innovation in safety, which translates to 
significant overall economic performance. We can explain the limited effect of economic 
policies, for most of these countries, by the nature of the public spending structure. Indeed, 
this structure is characterized by the predominance of operating expenses and debt service on 
the one hand. On the other hand, in most developing countries public spending crowd out 
private investment and more, they are used to finance investments generally unprofitable or 
marginally profitable. Hence the weakness of the effect of this spending on the economy of 
these countries. The case of Japan provides a corroboration of this idea, since the effect of 
this shock (budgetary shock) on the Japanese economy is important confirming that this 
spending  can stimulate economic activity when they are intended to finance profitable 
investments such as investment in basic infrastructure, human capital, research and 
development. 
 
3. 2. Sources of institutional variables’ changes 
         In addition to the analysis of the economic activity fluctuations, our model allows us 
to understand the institutional variability in these countries. 
3. 2.1. Results 
3.2.1.1. Case of Tunisia 
             According to the decomposition of the variance of the forecast error of the variable 
"political rights" is the supply shock that explains most of the variability of these rights 
especially after the third period (78.73 % after the last period). The contribution of 
institutional shocks combined is important, especially during the first periods (92.4% after the 
first period). The lowest contribution to the variability of these rights is the monetary 
shock.As for "civil liberties", the largest share of their variability is the shock relating to the 
"political rights" during the first four periods (86.11% after the first period). While from the 
fifth period is the supply shock  that explains the largest share of this variability (80.25% 
during the last period). 
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Figure 11: Response of Tunisian institutions to supply shock 

 
             These findings are consolidated by the functions of responses to shocks as the supply 
shock has a significant effect on the dynamic of "political rights" with a maximum level of 
nearly 3% after the eighth period and a negative one (3%) at the end of the fifth period. As 
for "civil liberties" the same result is obtained, with some differences. 
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3.2.1.2. Case of Brazil 
        For the Brazilian case, the contribution of the supply shock to the variability of 
"political rights" is the largest among all the other contributions, 95% after the last period. 
The contribution of institutional shocks combined is the second largest contribution to the 
fluctuations of these rights, 47% after the second period, while during the later periods a 
decrease of this contribution is observed (4% in the last period). The variability of "civil 
liberties" is influenced mainly by the same variable’ shock in the first period, the other major 
contribution is that of budgetary shock, while the contribution of supply shock is 5% during 
the same time. From the second period the contribution of supply shock to the fluctuations of 
these freedoms has become the most important, 97% after the last period.  
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Figure 12: Reaction of Brazilian institutions to supply shock 

 
             The functions of responses to shocks reinforce these findings, that the supply shock 
has a significant effect on the variability of these two institutional variables. The highest 
impact on the "political rights" is 6% at the end of the third period, while the largest negative 
impact is recorded in the fourth period, 4%. As for civil liberties, the highest positive effect is 
observed after the fifth period (almost 8%). The negative effect on this variable is recorded 
during the seventh period, 4%. 
 
3.2.1.3.The case of Indonesia 
         The supply shock explains the largest share of fluctuations of "political rights" in 
Indonesia since the contribution of this shock varies between 96% and 98%. The second 
largest contribution to the variability of these "rights" is the shock affecting the same 
variable, between 1% and 2%. 
For "civil liberties", from the second period, the contribution of supply shock is the most 
important, 71% at the last period. During the first period the most important part of the 
dynamics of these "liberties" due to the shock affecting "political rights", 42%. The shock 
relating to "civil liberties" explains between 38 and 14% of their variability.  
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Figure 13: Reaction of Indonesian institutions to supply shock 
 

      These findings are consolidated, at least partially, by the functions of responses to 
shocks, since the supply shock has a significant impact on the fluctuations of these "rights" 
especially in the early periods, with a maximum level of 40% after the first period. This same 
result, almost, is obtained for the "civil liberties", as the supply shock effect on the variability 
of these "freedoms" is decreasing between the first and the last period. The most important 
positive effect recorded is 3.5% at the end of the first period. The fluctuations then continue 
to achieve a negative impact at the last period. 
 
3.2.1.4. Case of Democratic Congo 
      The variability of "political rights" Congolese mainly due to the supply shock 
(between 86% and 88%). The second largest contribution to this variability is that of shock 
relating to "civil liberties". 
The contribution of shock relating to the same "rights", it is between 4% at the first period, 
and 2% in last periods. As for "civil liberties", this result is still valid, since the supply shock 
contributes significantly to the fluctuations of these " liberties ". The contribution of 
institutional shocks combined is between 4 and 6% from the first to the last period.  
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Figure 14: Reaction of Conglaises institutions to supply shock 

 
           The functions of reactions corroborate this, since the supply shock has a significant 
effect on the "political rights" that fluctuate from the first until the last period by recording a 
maximum of 5% after the second period and a negative value of 5% during the fifth period. 
On "civil liberties", the effect of supply shock is decreasing as the maximum value is 
recorded after the first period (12%), whereas the last effect is negative. 
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3.2.1.5. Case of Japan 
      The shock relating to "civil liberties" explains the largest share of the variability of 
"political rights" in Japan, between 46 and 35%. The second important part is of the 
budgetary shock, from the third period especially, between 32 and 37%.  The contribution of 
supply shock to the fluctuations of these "rights" is between 36 and 28%. As for "civil 
liberties", the budgetary shock explains the largest proportion of variability between the first 
and fourth period (between 41 and 48%). 
From the fifth period is rather the supply shock that contributes most to the fluctuations of 
these "freedoms", between 37 and 46%. Another important contribution is that of these 
“liberties”’ shock, between 36 and 21%.   
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Figure 15: Reaction of Japanese institutions to supply shock 
 

      This finding is reinforced by the functions of responses to shocks which show that the 
supply shock significantly influence "political rights". Indeed, after a negative effect that 
extends from the first to the third period we find a positive beginning of that period until the 
seventh, with a maximum of almost 1.5%. A recession has occurred between the seventh and 
eighth period, from which a boom is triggered, and we record a positive effect at the last 
period. 
Concerning “Civil Liberties," a significant effect of supply shock was registered between the 
first and the eighth period, with a maximum  level of 1.75%. As to the nature of this impact, 
it is unstable as we see an alternation of positive and negative effects. 
 
3.2.2. Interpretation of results 
      The predominance of the supply shock in explaining the institutional dynamics for 
four countries, namely Tunisia, Brazil, Democratic Congo and Indonesia, can be explained by 
the fact that in some cases the good economic performance lead to strong institutions. Indeed, 
political rights and civil liberties are claimed by the people when the level of well-being of 
these populations is high enough so that basic needs are met. Hence the importance is 
allocated to secondary needs, such as these rights and freedoms.  
      This idea is reinforced by several researchers such as Barro (1996), Helliwell and 
Burkhart and Lewis-Beck (1994) who concluded that the positive relationship between 
income and democracy is widely attributed to the effect of income on democracy and not vice 
versa. For Japan, the importance of the part of the budgetary shock in the institutional 
variability, especially after the third period, can be explained by the lack of connection 
between political factors and economic performance in this country. 
 
4. Conclusion 
         In this research project, I have tried to make a contribution to solve the fundamental 
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question: Is there any link between a country’s political institutions and the economic 
performances that it achieves? 

To this end, I have employed a structural vector autoregressive model concerning 
some developed and developing countries during the period 1976-2003. 

Our empirical results show a significant relationship between the supply shock and 
institutions on the one hand, and between institutional shocks and economic activity on the 
other hand, for Tunisia, Indonesia, Brazil and the Democratic Republic of Congo.  

For Japan we could not detect a significant relationship between institutional shocks 
and economic activity.  

Generally speaking, the heterogeneous results in terms of link between institutional 
factors and economic growth which have been reached by the empirical tests carried out 
within the framework of this research reinforce the conclusion achieved by the empirical 
literature of the subject; that a clear relationship between the institutional sphere and the 
economic sphere is far from being found. 

The census done by BORNER et al (1995) falls within this same framework, since 
among all the studies done to test this relationship, they registered three empirical studies 
leading to a positive relationship, three going in the opposite direction, and ten which identify 
no conclusive relationship between democracy and economic growth. 

To conclude, these analyses have permitted, though in part, to show that there exists a 
relationship between the institutional factors and the economic performances of the 
developed and the developing countries. 
  However, it is important to note that, despite the importance of the empirical results 
which this work has led to, some insufficiencies may be raised: 
• For lack of data, I haven’t used other institutional variables. 
• The influence of the threshold level of economic and institutional development hasn’t 

been tested. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix 1: Stationary tests: ADF and PP tests  
* Tunisian case 
 
Stationarity tests: ADF and PP tests (level Series) 

PP Test ADF Test Series  
Constant Trend Constant Trend 
1.12 -1.20 0.73 -0.99 Real GDP per 

capita 
-2.18 -3.94* -1.48 -2.67 Inflation  
-2.65** -2.58 -2.45 -2.4 Public spending  
-2.48 -2.56 -2.71** -2.96 Political Rights   
-2.39 -2.34 -3.75* -3.67* civil liberties 

*:   Reject of null hypothesis at 5% 
**: Reject of null hypothesis at 10% 
 
Stationary tests: ADF and PP tests (differentiated Series) 

PP Test ADF Test Series  
Constant Trend Constant Trend 
-5.54 -5.69 3.54*- -3.74* Real GDP per 

capita 
-6.38 -6.18 -3.34* -3.32** inflation 
-5.29 -5.13 -4.44 -4.31* Public spending 
-4.92 -4.85 -3.31* -3.28* Political rights  
-3.62* -3.52** -5.74 -5.64 Civil liberties 

 
* Brazilian case 
Stationary tests: ADF and PP tests (level series) 

PP Test ADF Test Series  
Constant Trend Constant Trend 
-1.78 -2.63 -1.85 -3.16 Real GDP per 

capita 
-2.60 -2.50 -2.49 -2.39 inflation 
-0.59 -2.26 -0.81 -1.86 Public spending 
-1.71 -1.95 -1.73 -1.77 Political rights 
-2.27 -2.11 -2.36 -2.30 Civil liberties 

 
Stationary tests: ADF and PP tests (differentiated Series) 

PP Test ADF Test Series  
Constant Trend Constant Trend 
-418 -4.11 -2.95** -2.89 Real GDP per 

capita 
-6.60 -6.61 -5.43 -5.41 inflation 
-5.17 -5.01 -4. 12 -4.01* Public spending 
-6.11 -6.06 -3.69* -3.67* Political rights 
-5.65 -5.74 -3.25* -3. 41** Civil liberties 
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* Congolese case  
Stationary tests: ADF and PP tests (level Series) 

PP Test ADF Test Series  
Constant Trend Constant Trend 
0.18 -1.56 -0. 50 -1.94 Real GDP per 

capita 
-4.88 -4.58* -2.99* -2.95 inflation 
-2.39 -2.48 -3.04* -3.14 Public spending 
-2.84** -2.77 -2.92** -2.90 Political rights  
-2.57 -2.57 -1.94 -2.26 Civil liberties 

 
Stationary tests: ADF and PP tests (differentiated Series) 

PP Test ADF Test Series  
Constant Trend Constant Trend 
-2.56 -2.42 -2.68* -2.87 Real GDP per 

capita 
-11. 05 -10.87 -5.55 -5.44 Inflation  
-4.60 -4.47 -5.03 -4.95 Public spending  
-6.04 -5.89 -4.96 -4.85 Political rights 
-5.45 -5.31 -3.48* -3. 41** Civil liberties 

 
*Indonesian case 
Stationary tests: ADF and PP tests (level Series) 

PP Test ADF Test Series  
Constant Trend Constant Trend 
-2.19 -0.99 -1. 76 -1.29 Real GDP per 

capita 
-4.37 -4.28 -3.51* -3. 43** inflation 
-1.35 -2.08 -1.51 -2.11 Public spending 
-1.15 -1.03 -1.79 -1.70 Political rights 
-1.56 -1.96 -1.3 4 -1.87 Civil liberties 

 
Stationary tests: ADF and PP tests (differentiated Series) 

PP Test ADF Test Series  
Constant Trend Constant Trend 
-3.94 -4.28* -3.56* -4.2 Real GDP per 

capita 
-8. 91 -8.69 -5.57 -5.46 Inflation  
-4.24 -4.13* -4.17 -4.10* Public spending  
-2.84** -2.92 -2.82** -3.02 Political rights 
-4.94 -4.98 -2.73** -2. 78 Civil liberties 

 
*Japanese case 
Stationary tests: ADF and PP tests (level Series) 

PP Test ADF Test Series 
Constant Trend Constant Trend 
-2.57 -0.53 -1.79 -1.32 Real GDP per 

capita 
-2.18 -5* -2.13 -4.94* Inflation  
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1.54 -0.41 -0.54 -0.48 Public spending  
-2.29 -2.41 -2.79 -2.83 Political rights 
-0.89 -2.11 -0.89 -2.06 Civil liberties  

 
Stationary tests: ADF and PP tests (differentiated Series) 

PP Test ADF Test Series  
Constant Trend Constant Trend 
-2.54* -2.94* -2.63* -2.76* Real GDP per 

capita 
-7.2 -7.78 -6.13 -5.95 Inflation  
-2.43* -2.57* -2.42* -3.055* Public spending  
-5.45 -6.23 -4.82 -4.85 Political rights 
-5.09 -4.99 -5.09 -4.99 Civil liberties 

 
Stationary tests: KPSS test : Tunisia 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Statio

nary tests: KPSS test: Brazil 
differentiated Level  Series  
0.06 0.60* Real GDP per capita 
0.50 0.16 Inflation  
0.13 0.59* Public spending  
0.10 0.37** Political rights 
0.17 0.12 Civil liberties 

 
Stationary tests: KPSS test: Congo Democratic 

differentiated Level  Series  
0.40 0.64* Real GDP per capita 
0.50 0.08 Inflation  
0.15 0.48* Public spending  
0.22 0.12 Political rights 
0.12 0.30 Civil liberties 

 
Stationary tests: KPSS test: Indonesia  

differentiated Level  Series  
0.20 0.61* Real GDP per capita 
0.25 0.15 Inflation  
0.20 0.20 Public spending  
0.31 0.09 Political rights 
0.07 0.25 Civil liberties 

 
 
 
 

differentiated Level  Series  
0.22 0.66* Real GDP per capita 
0.13 0.45** Inflation  
0.13 0.13 Public spending  
0.06 0.20 Political rights 
0.14 0.12 Civil liberties 
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Stationary tests: KPSS test: Japan 
differentiated Level  Series  
0.45 0.64 Real GDP per capita 
0.48 0.66* Inflation  
0.51* 0.48* Public spending  
0.2 0.32 Political rights 
0.09 0.56* Libertés civiles 

 
Appendix 2: Decomposition of the variance. 
*Case of Tunisia: 
 
  Decomposition of the GDP variance ( %) 
 Period Shock11F

2 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 
      
       1  97.83284  0.000399  0.342520  1.815507  0.008735 

 2  97.23197  0.012927  0.329848  2.304402  0.120854 
 3  97.13333  0.013719  0.320204  2.198036  0.334710 
 4  96.86458  0.016425  0.317993  2.444630  0.356373 
 5  96.75995  0.017865  0.323402  2.466513  0.432266 
 6  96.62259  0.018209  0.337006  2.456960  0.565239 
 7  95.52143  0.021014  0.341968  2.890136  1.225451 
 8  95.61718  0.021507  0.350478  2.817407  1.193426 
 9  94.78999  0.021544  0.351076  3.652630  1.184761 
 10  94.67677  0.027772  0.360172  3.719791  1.215495 

             Decomposition of « political rights » variance ( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  4.680597  0.773341  2.073444  27.76862  64.70400 

 2  47.94272  0.295140  1.048453  12.58563  38.12805 
 3  53.72691  0.235207  1.404063  10.19580  34.43801 
 4  50.67202  0.478056  1.308837  10.23178  37.30931 
 5  71.94085  0.208858  0.881914  9.984226  16.98416 
 6  67.08215  0.193806  1.088031  15.89777  15.73824 
 7  68.84902  0.231301  1.035404  14.79351  15.09076 
 8  76.76018  0.183881  0.971060  10.94065  11.14423 
 9  77.19612  0.179321  1.107182  10.93271  10.58467 
 10  78.73849  0.167576  1.042417  10.18718  9.864336 

             Decomposition of the « civil liberties »( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  10.73389  0.028038  1.299332  86.11114  1.827601 

 2  9.787666  0.059245  1.439320  85.90423  2.809540 
 3  7.834494  0.049035  0.931019  85.78331  5.402141 
 4  14.03824  0.045320  0.856845  78.98858  6.071006 
 5  65.94419  0.069974  0.783846  30.79631  2.405679 

2 With  the  shocks from  1 to 5 are : supply shock, monetary shock, budgetary shock, institutional shock  
relating to "political rights" and institutional shock relating to "civil liberties" 
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 6  69.03913  0.081462  0.716473  27.86857  2.294362 
 7  74.54794  0.063365  1.197310  21.42943  2.761963 
 8  74.72998  0.062549  1.371252  21.06285  2.773370 
 9  76.87807  0.056973  1.285231  18.69420  3.085526 
 10  80.25391  0.068274  1.146029  15.95503  2.576761 

            *Case of Brazil: 
 
  Decomposition of the GDP variance ( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  99.81630  0.000304  0.048874  0.016737  0.117781 

 2  99.75028  0.000538  0.064700  0.054888  0.129597 
 3  99.65819  0.000570  0.063986  0.105744  0.171510 
 4  99.54553  0.000645  0.090129  0.101839  0.261863 
 5  99.50873  0.000608  0.090075  0.113834  0.286750 
 6  99.52475  0.000664  0.083875  0.105696  0.285017 
 7  99.49130  0.000646  0.080812  0.126714  0.300532 
 8  99.44021  0.000677  0.081066  0.162962  0.315087 
 9  99.46239  0.000681  0.076996  0.160648  0.299285 
 10  99.47648  0.000631  0.071294  0.161045  0.290551 

             
 Decomposition of « political rights » variance ( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

             1  57.79598  0.060782  0.416186  34.41247  7.314586 
 2  52.40752  0.078723  0.422246  39.41266  7.678857 
 3  89.49143  0.021298  0.086156  8.891364  1.509753 
 4  88.08616  0.020600  0.133738  9.678583  2.080924 
 5  93.27154  0.011632  0.085612  5.348568  1.282643 
 6  94.75100  0.008558  0.074152  3.992111  1.174174 
 7  95.81721  0.006831  0.062584  3.177354  0.936022 
 8  95.83434  0.006645  0.060769  3.140103  0.958147 
 9  95.81054  0.006637  0.058219  3.142271  0.982332 
 10  95.93399  0.006704  0.055014  3.069228  0.935067 

 
 Decomposition of the « civil liberties »( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

             1  5.836772  0.253023  9.605089  0.565819  83.73930 
 2  86.73246  0.032932  2.007205  0.095035  11.13237 
 3  96.54667  0.008576  0.522890  0.025912  2.895949 
 4  97.77366  0.005232  0.278967  0.325761  1.616385 
 5  97.49298  0.005645  0.250961  0.751462  1.498955 
 6  97.17396  0.007364  0.294471  1.019001  1.505199 
 7  97.22625  0.006766  0.289670  1.166283  1.311032 
 8  97.06774  0.006827  0.289413  1.286780  1.349236 
 9  97.09374  0.006765  0.286542  1.287291  1.325660 
 10  97.26126  0.006361  0.271001  1.216062  1.245317 
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*Case of l'Indonesia: 
 
  Decomposition of the GDP variance ( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  97.92592  0.004961  0.087457  1.191749  0.789916 

 2  98.69136  0.003581  0.131361  0.580534  0.593162 
 3  97.14952  0.004514  0.130303  2.096285  0.619380 
 4  96.92163  0.004511  0.225199  2.103439  0.745224 
 5  96.83049  0.004506  0.233017  2.095224  0.836764 
 6  96.59322  0.004951  0.230754  2.106169  1.064907 
 7  96.54465  0.005063  0.251075  2.120600  1.078610 
 8  96.57613  0.004829  0.244279  2.111933  1.062828 
 9  96.43045  0.004853  0.251588  2.242105  1.071010 
 10  96.45864  0.004840  0.257629  2.210404  1.068491 

             
 Decomposition of « political rights » variance ( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  95.96542  0.020670  0.247727  2.856416  0.909770 

 2  98.37299  0.009392  0.273668  1.018411  0.325541 
 3  98.88232  0.006424  0.160627  0.647945  0.302688 
 4  97.80975  0.006208  0.227651  1.336580  0.619809 
 5  97.72563  0.006098  0.226200  1.407928  0.634142 
 6  97.63007  0.006354  0.240204  1.432875  0.690493 
 7  97.50382  0.006173  0.233305  1.580839  0.675861 
 8  97.51492  0.006742  0.257251  1.556040  0.665048 
 9  97.38852  0.006886  0.255392  1.610299  0.738907 
 10  97.36733  0.006793  0.268686  1.583625  0.773564 

              
 Decomposition of the « civil liberties »( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  17.87430  0.013631  0.364166  42.77196  38.97594 

 2  58.47181  0.042588  0.178765  22.61229  18.69454 
 3  57.07702  0.046657  0.363708  23.03269  19.47993 
 4  68.17758  0.032453  0.251937  17.69732  13.84071 
 5  68.18875  0.044919  0.518479  16.19161  15.05624 
 6  67.62049  0.045944  0.749029  15.92234  15.66220 
 7  68.00804  0.046421  0.726499  15.62158  15.59746 
 8  69.98026  0.041107  0.644130  14.89082  14.44369 
 9  70.91740  0.041797  0.648186  14.19580  14.19682 
 10  71.22306  0.042074  0.658348  13.94028  14.13624 
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*Case of Congo Democratic: 
 
 Decomposition of the GDP variance ( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  94.86607  0.027021  0.140404  0.287415  4.679094 

 2  95.99803  0.023557  0.119302  0.888517  2.970595 
 3  95.38385  0.042067  0.187203  1.257903  3.128980 
 4  92.44860  0.058227  0.243175  1.307340  5.942656 
 5  92.27368  0.059169  0.245811  1.474671  5.946673 
 6  92.58760  0.056977  0.245793  1.369300  5.740329 
 7  92.51837  0.058315  0.255483  1.341539  5.826290 
 8  92.08629  0.055255  0.241916  1.495784  6.120754 
 9  92.35363  0.049536  0.220200  1.549630  5.827005 
 10  92.13759  0.052027  0.231232  1.544730  6.034424 

             
 Decomposition of « political rights » variance ( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  86.72192  0.006610  0.057446  4.246604  8.967421 

 2  83.96085  0.021631  0.067092  4.141285  11.80914 
 3  90.05743  0.018694  0.134515  2.276137  7.513228 
 4  90.27623  0.018538  0.134214  2.290821  7.280200 
 5  89.00862  0.028319  0.174194  2.161181  8.627688 
 6  89.09448  0.028050  0.173607  2.152514  8.551347 
 7  89.12398  0.029822  0.178472  2.035300  8.632423 
 8  89.07584  0.031228  0.179602  2.128994  8.584339 
 9  88.93462  0.033270  0.188971  2.104176  8.738960 
 10  88.91321  0.033751  0.189237  2.112416  8.751381 

             
 Decomposition of the « civil liberties »( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  95.64351  0.063235  0.012503  1.182314  3.098436 

 2  94.57405  0.074627  0.228404  0.918473  4.204450 
 3  94.45217  0.073466  0.243549  0.982362  4.248457 
 4  94.45478  0.063436  0.207345  1.422039  3.852405 
 5  93.74813  0.063370  0.205804  1.603279  4.379422 
 6  93.62610  0.069713  0.316957  1.524098  4.463129 
 7  94.09058  0.061866  0.298233  1.449659  4.099661 
 8  94.03260  0.061382  0.302421  1.325009  4.278589 
 9  93.61993  0.061422  0.323064  1.265620  4.729969 
 10  93.55934  0.061860  0.322741  1.264790  4.791269 
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*Case of Japan: 
 
  Decomposition of the GDP variance ( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  95.17612  0.631531  0.557863  0.009475  3.625007 

 2  95.53988  0.625488  0.827733  0.008762  2.998133 
 3  93.84303  0.634588  1.012672  0.008499  4.501212 
 4  95.75722  0.414487  0.830982  0.116832  2.880480 
 5  93.55972  0.371721  2.675073  0.123229  3.270254 
 6  92.18850  0.482799  3.688642  0.155676  3.484387 
 7  90.29382  0.497659  4.936993  0.274223  3.997309 
 8  88.68209  0.480373  6.316308  0.310563  4.210669 
 9  88.51942  0.481214  6.381933  0.311358  4.306077 
 10  88.41741  0.480080  6.453416  0.355737  4.293354 

             
 Decomposition of « political rights » variance ( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  36.89341  1.217305  6.497828  8.611848  46.77961 

 2  50.30073  0.882373  4.358523  5.596746  38.86163 
 3  28.59707  0.396374  32.77302  2.739433  35.49410 
 4  27.11475  0.523059  34.95596  2.698371  34.70786 
 5  23.17736  0.465822  37.74616  2.290117  36.32054 
 6  23.90010  0.468371  36.65965  2.192401  36.77947 
 7  27.54087  0.430946  35.53239  2.122147  34.37365 
 8  27.27212  0.511729  35.04016  2.091848  35.08414 
 9  27.40370  0.540452  34.90683  2.084898  35.06412 
 10  28.52936  0.524920  33.89823  2.005616  35.04188 

             
 Decomposition of the « civil liberties »( %) 
 Period Shock1 Shock2 Shock3 Shock4 Shock5 

      
       1  16.51743  0.031991  44.02509  3.283868  36.14162 

 2  14.50549  0.359814  48.86467  3.337636  32.93238 
 3  19.60911  0.488324  45.48310  3.092876  31.32659 
 4  23.38477  0.734275  41.52314  2.813045  31.54477 
 5  37.75950  0.616381  33.61577  2.483018  25.52534 
 6  37.65901  0.722847  33.41119  2.484216  25.72274 
 7  40.61693  0.730033  32.26193  2.353966  24.03714 
 8  45.41858  0.665570  29.43834  2.145892  22.33162 
 9  46.38367  0.693457  28.82823  2.218807  21.87583 
 10  46.71892  0.686726  28.71232  2.229993  21.65204 
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